[The prevalence of the main risk factors in hypertension patients].
Incidence was studied of risk factors (RF) in 669 patients with stage I and II hypertensive disease (as per WHO classification). There has been developed a risk-factor HD module. The prevailing RFs among HD patients include meteorolability, hereditary predisposition, hyperlipidemia, blood hypercoagulation, surplus body mass, hypodynamia, mental/nervous overstrain, consumption of salt going up, smoking, hyperglycemia, alcoholic liquor abuse, with n = 485 (72.5%), 417 (62.3%), 360 (53.8%), 335 (50.1%), 324 (48.4%0), 218 (32.6%), 166 (24.8%), 144 (21.5%), 84 (12.6%), 39 (5.8%), 8 (1.2%) respectively. A pathogenetic relation was found between RFs and HD clinical pattern determined by the RFs number and aggressiveness. The "mutual aggravation" phenomenon has been disclosed, its main point being to the effect that if a HD patient has several RFs, these would create certain conditions for development of each of them through affecting each other in a negative way.